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Abstract 
In my master thesis I deal with a retouch of contemporary journalistic photography (in 
the period from 90’s to the present). Thus they are digital photographs, which I compare with 
analogue photography. Retouch of analogue photography was technically more exacting than 
retouch of digital photography and people couldn’t imagine the way of editing photography 
therefore they trusted to it. I assume that the truth pretension was preserved in the case of 
journalistic photography. My hypothesis is that the media play upon the truth pretension of 
the journalistic photography. The photography should have represented the reality. But 
nowadays we already know that it is not have to be like that. Nevertheless detection of edited 
photographs evokes a scandal, a shock and a discussion. The media retouch photographs and 
thereby actually modify the reality. The whole my hypothesis is: The media play upon the 
truth pretension of the journalistic photography which they edit with use of retouch technique 
thereby they modify the reality and it evokes a scandal after revealing the edited photography.  
 
